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Abstract
With growing cost of electricity, the power management of
server clusters has become an important problem. However,
most previous researchers only address the challenge in homo-
geneous environments. Considering the increasing popularity
of heterogeneous systems, this paper proposes an efﬁcient al-
gorithm for power management of heterogeneous soft real-time
clusters. It is built on simple but effective mathematical models.
When deployed to a new platform, the software incurs low con-
ﬁgurationcostbecauseno extensive performancemeasurements
and proﬁling are required. To strive for efﬁciency, a threshold-
based approach is adopted. In this paper, we systematically
study this approach and its design decisions.
1 Introduction
Clusters of commodity-class PCs are widely used. When de-
signing such a system, traditionally researchers have focused on
maximizing performance. Recently, with a better understanding
of the overall cost of computing [1], researchers have started to
pay more attention to optimizing performance per unit of cost.
Accordingto [1], the total cost of ownership(TCO) includes the
cost of cluster hardware, software, operations and power. As a
result of recent advances in chip manufacturing technology, the
performance per hardware dollar keeps going up. However, the
performance per watt has remained roughly ﬂat over time. If
this trend continues, the power-related costs will soon exceed
the hardware cost and become a signiﬁcant fraction of the total
cost of ownership.
To reduce power and hence improve the performance per
watt, cluster power management mechanisms [4, 5, 8, 11, 13,
14, 15, 16] have been proposed. Most of them, however, are
only applicable to homogenous systems. It remains a difﬁcult
problem to manage power for heterogeneous clusters. Two new
challenges have to be addressed. First, according to load and
server characteristics, a power management mechanism must
decide not only how many but also which cluster servers should
be turned on; second, unlike a homogenous cluster, where it is
optimal to evenly distribute load among active servers, identify-
ing the optimal load distribution for a heterogeneouscluster is a
non-trivial task.
A few researchers [11, 16] have investigated mechanisms to
address the aforementioned challenges. However, their mecha-
nismsallrequireextensiveperformancemeasurements(“atmost
few hours for each machine” [16]) or time-consuming opti-
mization processes. These high customization costs are pro-
hibitive, especially if the processes need to be executed repet-
itively. Composed of a large number of machines, a cluster is
verydynamic, where serverscan fail, be removedfrom or added
to it frequently. To achieve high availability in such an environ-
ment, a mechanism that is easy to be modiﬁed upon changes is
essential. This paper proposes an efﬁcient algorithm for power
management (PM) of heterogeneous soft real-time clusters. We
make two contributions. First, the algorithm is based on simple
but effective mathematical models, which reduces customiza-
tion costs of PM components to new platforms. Second, the
developed online mechanisms are threshold-based. According
to an ofﬂine analysis, thresholds are generated that divide the
workload into several ranges. For each range, the power man-
agement decisions are made ofﬂine. Dynamically, the PM com-
ponent just measures and predicts the cluster workload, decides
its range, and follows the corresponding decisions. In this pa-
per, we systematically investigate this low-cost efﬁcient power
management approach. Simulation results show that our algo-
rithmnotonlyincurslow overheadbutalso leadsto nearoptimal
power consumptions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The re-
lated work is illustrated in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 respec-
tively present the models and state the problem. We discuss the
algorithms in Section 5 and evaluate their performance in Sec-
tion 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work
Powermanagementofserverclusters[4, 5, 8, 13, 14, 15] hasbe-
comean importantproblem. The authorsof [3, 18] were the ﬁrst
to point out that cluster-based servers could beneﬁt signiﬁcantly
from dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). Besides server DVS, dy-
namic resource provisioning (server power on/off) mechanisms
were investigated in [8, 13] to conserve power in clusters.
The aforementioned research has all focused on homoge-
neous systems. However, clusters are almost invariably hetero-
geneous in term of their performance, capacity and power con-
sumption [11]. Survey [2] discusses the recent work on power
management for server systems. It lists power management of
heterogeneousclusters as one of the major challenges.
The most closely related work is that of [11, 16]. Authors
of [11] consider request distribution to optimize both power and
throughput in heterogeneous server clusters. Their mechanism
takesthe characteristicsofdifferentnodesand requesttypesintoaccount. In [16], energy efﬁcient real-time heterogeneous clus-
ters are investigated. Both papers note that in heterogeneous
clusters it is difﬁcult to properly order servers with respect to
power efﬁciency and it may not be optimal to turn on the small-
est number of machines to satisfy the current load.
However, both approaches depend on time-consuming opti-
mizationsto ﬁndthebestclusterconﬁgurationforeverypossible
load. Even though the optimizations are executed ofﬂine, they
need to be repeated every time upon new installations, server
failures, cluster upgrades or changes. Extensive performance
measurements and long optimization processes [11, 16] lead to
high customization costs. To avoid these prohibitive costs, we
propose in this paper a simple power managementalgorithm for
heterogeneoussoft real-time clusters. The algorithm is based on
mathematical models that require minimum performance proﬁl-
ing. Instead of solving the optimization problem for every pos-
sible load, our algorithm derives thresholds, divides load into
several ranges and determines the best cluster conﬁgurationfor-
mula for each workload range, leading to a time-efﬁcient opti-
mization process. Furthermore, our algorithm incurs low over-
head and achieves close-to-optimal power consumptions.
3M o d e l s
In this section we present our models and state assumptions re-
lated to these models.
3.1 System Model
A clusterconsistsof a front-endserver,connectedto N back-end
servers. We assume a typical cluster environment in which the
front-end server does not participate in the request processing.
The main role of the front-end server is to accept requests and
distribute them to back-end servers. In addition, we deploy the
power-management mechanism on the front-end server to en-
force a server power on/off policy. Figure 1 shows a web server
cluster example that ﬁts our system model.
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Figure 1. System Model
In a heterogeneous cluster, different back-end servers could
have different computational capacities and power efﬁciencies.
In the following, we provide their models. We assume proces-
sors on the back-end servers support dynamic voltage scaling
and their operating frequencies could be continuously adjusted
in the (0,f i max] range 1. The capacity model relates the CPU
operating frequency to the server’s throughput and the power
1In [19], we also evaluate the algorithm’s performance on servers with only
discrete frequency settings. Similar results and conclusions are obtained.
model describes the relation between the CPU frequency and
the power consumption. While our approach could be general-
ized to different capacity and power models, in this paper we
assume and use the following speciﬁc models to illustrate our
method.
3.2 Capacity Model
We assume that the cluster provides CPU-bounded services, as
typical web servers do today [3]. Therefore, to measure the ca-
pacity of a back-end server its CPU throughput is used as the
metric, which is assumed to be proportional to the CPU oper-
ating frequency. That is, the ith server’s throughput, denoted
as μi, is expressed as μi = αifi,w h e r eαi is the CPU perfor-
mance coefﬁcient. Different servers may have different values
for αi. With the same CPU frequency setting, the higher the αi
the more powerful the server is.
3.3 Power Model
The power consumption Pi of a server consists of a constant
part and a variable part. Similar to previous work [8, 5, 12], we
approximate Pi by the following function:
Pi = xi(ci + βif
p
i ) (1)
where xi denotes the server’s on/off state:
xi =
 
0 the ith server is off
1 the ith server is on
(2)
When a server is off, it consumes no power; when it is on, it
consumes ci + βif
p
i amount of power. In this model, ci denotes
the constant power consumption of the server. It is assumed to
include the base power consumption of the CPU and the power
consumptionof all other components. In addition, the CPU also
consumes a power βif
p
i that is varied with the CPU operating
frequency fi. In the remaining of this paper, we use p =3to
illustrate our approach.
Hence, in the cluster the power consumption of all back-end
servers can be expressed as follows:
J =
N  
i=1
xi[ci + βif3
i ] (3)
Here, for the purpose of differentiation, J is used to denote the
cluster’s power consumption while P denotes a server’s power
consumption.
Following the aforementioned models, each server is speci-
ﬁed with fourparameters: fi max, αi, ci,a n dβi. To obtainthese
parameters, only a little performance proﬁling is required.
4 Power Management Problem
GivenaclusterofN heterogeneousback-endservers,eachspec-
iﬁed with parameters fi max, αi, ci,a n dβi, the objective is to
minimizethepowerconsumedbytheclusterwhilesatisfyingthe
following QoS requirement: Ri ≈ ˆ R,w h e r eRi stands for the
average response time of requests processed by the ith back-end
server and ˆ R stands for the desired response time. The average
response time Ri is determined by the back-end server’s capac-
ity and workload. We use μi = αifi to denote the server’s ca-
pacity and λi, the server’s average request rate, to represent the
workload. Thus, Ri is a function of these two parameters, i.e.,Ri = g(μi,λ i). To enforce Ri ≈ ˆ R, we must control μi = αifi
and λi properly. As a result, the power management problem is
formed as follows:
minimize
J =
N  
i=1
xi[ci + βif
3
i ] (4)
subject to: ⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
 N
i=1 xiλi = λcluster
xi(1 − xi)=0 ,i =1 ,2,···,N
g(αifi,λ i) ≈ ˆ R, i =1 ,2,···,N
(5)
where λcluster is the current average request rate of the clus-
ter. We assume the cluster is not overloaded, that is, the average
response time requirement ∀i, g(αifi,λ i) ≈ ˆ R is feasible for
the cluster with a λcluster request rate 2. The ﬁrst optimization
constraint guarantees that each request is processed by an ac-
tive back-end server while the second constraint says a server is
either in an on or an off state.
For the power management, the front-end component de-
cides the server’s on/off state (xi) and the workload distribution
amongtheactiveservers(λi). Ontheback-end,eachactivenode
adjustsitsCPU operatingfrequencyfi inthe(0,f i max]rangeto
ensure the response time requirement, where a combined feed-
back controlwith queuingtheoretic predictionapproach,similar
to that in [17], is adopted.
According to the M/M/1 queuing model, function Ri =
g(μi,λ i) is approximated as follows:
Ri =
1
μi − λi
=
1
αifi − λi
(6)
To guarantee Ri ≈ ˆ R, we approximate the proper fi to be:
fi =
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
(7)
when 0 <λ i ≤ αifi max − 1
ˆ R. This approximation, however,
may introduce modeling inaccuracy. To overcome this inaccu-
racy, we combine feedback control with queuing-theoretic pre-
diction for the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS). Nevertheless, in
Section 6.4, experimental data shows that the queuing model
estimate (Equation (7)) is very close to the real fi setting of
the combined approach. This close approximation justiﬁes the
adoptionofthequeuingestimatedfi intheproblemformulation.
The power management problem becomes:
minimize
J =
N  
i=1
xi[ci + βi × (
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
)3] (8)
subject to:
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
 N
i=1 xiλi = λcluster
xi(1 − xi)=0 ,i =1 ,2,...,N
0 ≤ λi ≤ αifi max − 1
ˆ R,i =1 ,2,...,N
(9)
As shown above,the optimalsolution is determinedby two vari-
ables: individual server’s on/off state xi and workload distri-
bution λi. To achieve the optimal power consumption and to
2An admission control mechanism could be applied to enforce this con-
straint.
guarantee the average response time, the key therefore lies in
the front-end, i.e., the power on/off and workload distribution
strategies. We present these strategies in the next section.
5 Algorithms
When we design the power management strategies, one major
focus is on their efﬁciencies. For a given workload λcluster,t h e
front-end power management needs to decide 1) how many and
which back-end servers should be turned on and 2) how much
workload should be distributed to each server. Since λcluster
changes from time to time, these decisions have to be reevalu-
ated and modiﬁed regularly. Thus, the decision process has to
be very efﬁcient.
The mechanism we propose is built on a sophisticated but
low-cost ofﬂine analysis. It provides an efﬁcient threshold-
based online strategy. Assuming ˆ λcluster is the maximum
workload that can be handled by the cluster without violating
the average response time requirement. The ofﬂine analysis
generates thresholds Λ1,Λ2,···,ΛN and divides (0, ˆ λcluster]
into(0,Λ1],(Λ1,Λ2],···,(Λk,Λk+1],···,(ΛN−1,ΛN]ranges
(where ΛN = ˆ λcluster). For each range, the power on/off and
workload distribution decisions are made ofﬂine. Dynamically
the system just measures and predicts the workloadλcluster,d e -
cidesthe rangeλcluster falls into, andfollowsthe corresponding
power management decisions. Next, we present the details of
our algorithm.
5.1 Optimization Heuristic Framework
In Section 4, the power management is formed as an optimiza-
tion problem (Equations (8) and (9)). Instead of solving it for
all possible workload λcluster in the (0, ˆ λcluster] range, we pro-
pose a heuristic to simplify the problem. It is constructed with
the following framework:
• The heuristic ﬁrst orders the heterogeneous back-end
servers. It gives a sequence, called ordered server list,f o r
activating machines. To shut down machines, the reverse
order is followed.
• Second, the optimal thresholds Λk,k∈{ 1,2,3,···N} for
turningon and offserversare identiﬁed: if λcluster is in the
(Λk−1,Λk] range, it is optimal to turn on the ﬁrst k servers
of the ordered server list. T h i sa l s om e a n si fλcluster
changesbetween adjacent ranges, such as from (Λk−1,Λk]
to (Λk,Λk+1], the heuristic requires on/offstate change for
just one machine. Considering the high overhead of turn-
ing on/off servers (e.g., several minutes), this approach is
superiorinthatitminimizesthe serveron/offstate changes.
• Third, the optimal workload distribution problem is solved
for N scenarios where λcluster ∈ (Λk−1,Λk],k =
1,2,···,N.W h e n λcluster ∈ (Λk−1,Λk], it is optimal
to turn on the ﬁrst k servers of the ordered server list, i.e.,
xi =1 ,i=1 ,2,···k and xi =0 ,i= k+1,k+2,···,N.
With values of xi ﬁxed, the optimization problem (Equa-
tions (8) and (9)) becomes:
minimize
Jk =
k  
i=1
[ci + βi × (
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
)3] (10)subject to:
  k
i=1 λi = λcluster
0 ≤ λi ≤ αifi max − 1
ˆ R,i =1 ,2,...,k
(11)
The analysisis simpliﬁed to solvingtheaboveoptimization
problem for k =1 ,2,···,N.
Time complexity Analysis. If we consider solving the opti-
mization problem (Equations (10) and (11)) as the basic oper-
ation, the time complexity of the proposed heuristic is Θ(N),
while the time complexity to obtain the optimal power manage-
ment solution (i.e., solving Equations (8) and (9)) for all integer
points in the (0, ˆ λcluster] range is Θ( ˆ λcluster 2N).
In the next three subsections, we discuss the decisions on or-
dered server list, server activation thresholds and workload dis-
tribution respectively. For each decision, several strategies are
investigated.
5.2 Ordered Server List
Our algorithm follows a speciﬁc order to turn on and off ma-
chines. To optimize the power consumption, this order must be
based on the server’s power efﬁciency, which is deﬁned as the
amount of power consumed per unit of workload (i.e.,
Pi(λ)
λ ).
Servers with better power efﬁciencies are listed ﬁrst.
According to the power model and the dynamic voltage scal-
ing mechanism adopted by back-end servers (Sections 3 & 4),
the power consumption Pi(λ) of a server includes a constant
part ci and a variable part βi × ( λ
αi + 1
αi ˆ R)3 (see Equation (8)).
Given any two servers i and j,i fci ≤ cj and
βi
α3
i
≤
βj
α3
j
,s e r v e ri
has a better power efﬁciency than server j.H o w e v e r ,i fci <c j
and
βi
α3
i
>
βj
α3
j
, the power efﬁciency order of the two is not ﬁxed.
When the server workload λ is small, Pi(λ) is less than Pj(λ)
and server i has a better power efﬁciency; while as λ increases,
Pi(λ) gets larger than Pj(λ) and server j’s power efﬁciency be-
comes better. In the proposed method, to trade for online al-
gorithm’s efﬁciency and minimum server on/off operations, the
ordered server list is determined ofﬂine and is not subject to dy-
namic changes. Therefore, even if the servers’ power efﬁciency
order is not ﬁxed, their activation order is nevertheless deter-
mined statically. Next we present our method and list several
alternatives for generating the activation order.
• Typical Power based policy (TP). We assume the typical
workload for a server is λ 
i. In our heuristic, servers are
ordered by their power consumption efﬁciency under the
typical workload, i.e.,
Pi(λ

i)
λ
i . A server with smaller
Pi(λ

i)
λ
i ,
i.e., smaller
ci+βi×(
λ
i
αi + 1
αi ˆ R)
3
λ
i , is listed earlier in the or-
deredserverlist. A powermanagementmechanismusually
turnson a server when neededor when it leads to a reduced
power consumption (see Section 5.3). As a result, an ac-
tive server usually works under a high workload. Thus we
choose a workload that requires 80% capacity of a server
as its typical workload λ 
i.T h i sw a yt h eordered server list
is created by comparing
Pi(λ

i)
λ
i and is solely based on the
server’s static parameters αi, ci,a n dβi.
• Activate All policy (AA). This activation policy always
turns on all back-end servers. Therefore in this case the
power on/off mechanism is not needed. Neither is the or-
dered server list.
• RANdom policy (RAN). This policy generates a random
ordered server list for server activation.
• Static Power based policy (SP). This policy orders ma-
chines by their static power consumption. A server with
a smaller static power consumption ci is listed earlier in
the ordered server list.
• Pseudo Dynamic Power based policy (PDP). This policy
orders machines by the dynamic power consumption pa-
rameter βi. A server with a smaller βi is listed earlier
in the ordered server list. According to the deﬁnition of
power efﬁciency
Pi(λi)
λi , its dynamic part is
βi
α3
i
×(λi+ 1
ˆ R)
3
λi .
As we can see, the dynamic power efﬁciency is not solely
determined by βi. This policy is therefore called pseudo
dynamic power based policy.
5.3 Server Activation Thresholds
In the previoussection we introducedtheordered server list that
speciﬁes which serversto choose when we need to turn on or off
machines. This section presents our threshold-based strategy to
decide the optimal number of active servers.
The goal is two-fold. First, an adequate number of servers
should be turned on to guaranteethe response time requirement.
Second, the number of active servers should be optimal with
respect to the consumed power.
To meet the response time requirement, the number of ac-
tive servers should increase monotonically with the workload
λcluster. The heavier the workload, the greater the number
of active servers required. It suggests that we turn on more
servers only when the current capacity becomes inadequate
to process the workload. Accordingly N capacity thresholds
Λc1,Λc2,···,ΛcN are developed and each Λck corresponds to
the maximum workload that can be processed by the ﬁrst k
servers. According to Equation (6), when a server is operating
at its maximum frequency fi max, it can process at most λi max
amount of workload and meet the response time requirement:
λi max = αifi max −
1
ˆ R
(12)
Thus, we have:
Λck =
k  
i=1
λi max =
k  
i=1
αifi max −
k
ˆ R
(13)
When the current workload exceeds this threshold Λck, at least
k +1servers of the ordered server list have to be activated.
However, the above thresholds may not be optimal with re-
spect to the power consumption. The power consumed by a
server is composed of two parts: the static part ci and the dy-
namic part βif3
i . When adding an active server, the cluster’s
static power consumption increases but its dynamic power con-
sumption may actually decrease. The reason is that with more
active servers to share the workload, the workload distributed
to each server decreases; consequently, the CPU operating fre-
quencyfi requiredfor each server may get smaller, which could
lead to a reduced dynamic power consumption of the cluster.To derive the optimal-power threshold, scenarios when ac-
tivating k +1servers is better than activating k servers are
identiﬁed. In such scenarios, k servers are adequate to han-
dle the workload. But if we activate k +1servers, the system
consumes less power. We assume that the optimal power con-
sumption using the ﬁrst k servers to handle λcluster workload,
where λcluster ∈ (0,Λck],i s ˆ Jk(λcluster) (see Section 5.4 for
ˆ Jk(λcluster)’sderivation). Itisa monotonicallyincreasingfunc-
tion of λcluster. We analyze the following equation:
ˆ Jk(λcluster)= ˆ Jk+1(λcluster) (14)
According to characteristics of functions ˆ Jk(λcluster) and
ˆ Jk+1(λcluster) (see Section 5.4), there is at most one solution
for Equation (14). If such a solution λ 
cluster is found, then ac-
tivating k +1servers is more power efﬁcient than activating k
servers when λcluster >λ  
cluster. The proof is as follows. 1)
ˆ Jk(λcluster) is less than ˆ Jk+1(λcluster) for small λcluster;2 )
functions ˆ Jk(λcluster) and ˆ Jk+1(λcluster) increase monotoni-
cally with λcluster; and 3) if and only if λcluster = λ 
cluster ac-
tivating k or k +1servers consumes the same amount of power.
Therefore, once λcluster exceeds λ 
cluster, ˆ Jk+1(λcluster) be-
comes less than ˆ Jk(λcluster), i.e., it becomes more power efﬁ-
cient to activate k +1servers.
Therefore, when there is a solution λ 
cluster ∈ (0,Λck] for
Equation (14), we ﬁnd the optimal-power threshold Λpk =
λ 
cluster where activating k +1servers is more power efﬁcient
than activating k servers when λcluster exceeds this threshold;
otherwise, we assign Λpk = −1. After analyzing Equation (14)
for k =1 ,2,···,N−1, we obtain another series of thresholds:
optimal-power thresholds Λp1,Λp2,...,Λp(N−1).
By combiningcapacityandoptimal-powerthresholds,we get
the server activation thresholds Λk,k=1 ,2,···,N:
Λk =
 
Λck for Λpk = −1 or k = N
Λpk for Λpk  = −1
We use the symbol CP to denote the above Capacity-Power-
based strategy. For comparison, a baseline CApacity-only strat-
egy, denoted as CA, is also investigated, for which Λk =Λ ck.
In the Activate All policy (AA), no server activation thresholds
are needed.
5.4 Workload Distribution
Last two sections solved the problem of deciding how many and
which back-end servers should be activated for a given work-
load. This section proposesa strategy to optimally distribute the
workload among active servers.
According to Section 5.1, if the ﬁrst k servers of the ordered
server list are activated, the optimization problem becomes:
minimize
Jk =
k  
i=1
[ci + βi × (
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
)
3] (15)
subject to:   k
i=1 λi = λcluster
0 ≤ λi ≤ αifi max − 1
ˆ R,i =1 ,2,...,k
(16)
The analysis is to ﬁnd optimal solutions for all Jk,k =
1,2,···,N.
To solve the optimization for Jk, we ﬁrst assume that all k
back-end servers are running below their maximum capacities,
i.e, 0 ≤ λi <α ifi max − 1
ˆ R,i =1 ,2,...,k. Since the second
constraint of the problem is satisﬁed, the optimization becomes:
minimize
Jk =
k  
i=1
[ci + βi × (
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
)
3] (17)
subject to:
k  
i=1
λi = λcluster (18)
According to Lagrange’s Theorem [7], the ﬁrst-order necessary
condition for Jk’s optimal solution is:
∃δ, Jk(λi,δ)=
k  
i=1
[ci + βi × ( λi
αi + 1
αi ˆ R)3]
+δ(
k  
i=1
λi − λcluster)
(19)
and its ﬁrst-order derivatives satisfy
 
∂Jk(λi,δ)
∂λi =0 ,i =1 ,...k
∂Jk(λi,δ)
∂δ =0
(20)
Solving the above condition, we obtain the optimal workload
distribution λi,i=1 ,...,k as:
λi =
αi(λcluster + k
ˆ R)
k  
j=1
αj
 
αj
βj
 
αi
βi
−
1
ˆ R
(21)
The correspondingpower consumption is:
ˆ Jk =
k  
i=1
ci +
(λcluster + k
ˆ R)3
(
k  
j=1
αj
 
αj
βj )2
(22)
The above solution is optimal when all k back-end servers are
running below their maximum capacities. That is, when λi
(Equation(21))satisﬁestheconstraintthat0 ≤ λi <α ifi max−
1
ˆ R, i =1 ,2,...,k. Thus, the above condition holds true only for
light cluster workloads. As λcluster increases, servers start to be
saturated one after another. That is, a server’s shared workload
λi reaches its maximum level αifi max − 1
ˆ R where we have:
λi =
αi(λcluster + k
ˆ R)
k  
j=1
αj
 
αj
βj
 
αi
βi
−
1
ˆ R
= αifi max −
1
ˆ R
(23)
Solving Equation (23) for system workload λcluster,w eg e t :
λcluster = fi max
 
βi
αi
k  
j=1
αj
 
αj
βj
−
k
ˆ R
(24)
This result seems to indicate that amongthe k active servers, the
one with a smaller value of fi max
 
βi
αi reaches its full capacityearlier as λcluster increases. We therefore order the k servers by
their fi max
 
βi
αi values and generate the saturated order list.
When a server gets saturated, its shared workload should not be
increased any more. Otherwise its response time Ri will violate
the requirement. As a result, after the ﬁrst server’s saturation,
i.e., the saturation of the ﬁrst server on the saturated order list,
we have the server’s shared workload as λ1 = α1f1 max − 1
ˆ R
and the system workload as:
λcluster = f1 max
 
β1
α1
k  
j=1
αj
 
αj
βj
−
k
ˆ R
(25)
The workload distribution problem becomes:
minimize
Jk =
k  
i=2
[ci + βi × (
λi
αi
+
1
αi ˆ R
)3]
+( c1 + β1f3
1 max) (26)
subject to:
k  
i=2
λi = λcluster − (α1f1 max −
1
ˆ R
) (27)
Here, servers are indexed following their saturated order list.
Similar to Equations (17) and (18), we solve the above problem
by applying Larange’s Theorem and get the following optimal
solution for λi,i=2 ,3,···,k:
λi =
αi(λcluster − α1f1 max + k
ˆ R)
k  
j=2
αj
 
αj
βj
 
αi
βi
−
1
ˆ R
(28)
The corresponding power consumption is:
ˆ Jk =
k  
i=1
ci +
(λcluster − α1f1 max + k
ˆ R)3
(
k  
j=2
αj
 
αj
βj )2
+ β1f3
1 max (29)
Again,welet λi (Equation(28))beequaltothemaximumwork-
load αifi max − 1
ˆ R and solve for λcluster.W eg e t :
λcluster = fi max
 
βi
αi
k  
j=2
αj
 
αj
βj
+ α1f1 max −
k
ˆ R
(30)
Thisresultveriﬁesourhypothesisthatserverssaturatefollowing
the saturated order list — the smaller the value of fi max
 
βi
αi,
the earlier the server is saturated. The system workload that
starts to saturate the ﬁrst two servers is:
λcluster = f2 max
 
β2
α2
k  
j=2
αj
 
αj
βj
+ α1f1 max −
k
ˆ R
(31)
We deﬁne λm
k as:
λ
m
k = fm max
 
βm
αm
k  
j=2
αj
 
αj
βj
+
m−1  
i=1
αifi max −
k
ˆ R
(32)
In general, when λcluster ∈ [λm
k ,λ
m+1
k ), m of the k ac-
tive servers are saturated. That is, λi = αifi max − 1
ˆ R,i =
1,2,···,m. The optimization problem becomes:
minimize
Jk =
k  
i=m+1
[ci + βi × (
1
αi ˆ R
+
λi
αi
)
3]
+
m  
i=1
(ci + βif3
i max) (33)
subject to:
k  
i=m+1
λi = λcluster −
m  
j=1
(αjfj max −
1
ˆ R
) (34)
and the optimal solution is :
λi =
αi(λcluster −
m  
j=1
αjfj max + k
ˆ R)
k  
j=m+1
αj
 
αj
βj
 
αi
βi
−
1
ˆ R
for i = m +1 ,m+2 ,···,k (35)
ˆ Jk =
k  
i=1
ci +
(λcluster −
m  
j=1
αjfj max + k
ˆ R)3
(
k  
j=m+1
αj
 
αj
βj )2
+
m  
i=1
βif3
i max (36)
Baseline Algorithms. We denote our algorithm proposed
above as OP,t h eOPtimal workload distribution. For compari-
son, the following three baseline algorithms are investigated:
• RANdom (uniform) workload distribution (RAN). In this
strategy, every incoming request is distributed to a ran-
domly picked active server.
• CApacity based workload distribution (CA). This strategy
distributesthe workloadamongactive serversinproportion
to their processing capacities, i.e. αifi max.
• One-by-One Saturation policy (OOS). In this policy, re-
quests are distributed to active servers following a default
order. For every incoming request, we pick the ﬁrst active
server that is not saturated to process it.
5.5 Algorithm Nomenclature
The previous three subsections have respectively presented dif-
ferent strategies for deriving the ordered server list, server ac-
tivation thresholds and workload distribution. By following the
proposedframework (Section 5.1), we could generate many dif-
ferent algorithms by combining different strategies for the three
modules, for instance, TP-CP-OP, AA-AA-CA and SP-CA-CA.
The nomenclature of the algorithms includes three parts corre-
spondingto the three design decisions. The ﬁrst part denotesthe
adopted strategy for deciding the ordered server list: TP, AA,Server fi max ci βi αi
1 1.8 44 2.915 495.00
2 2.4 53 4.485 548.75
3 3.0 70 2.370 287.00
4 3.4 68 3.206 309.12
Table 1. Parameters of a 4-Server Cluster
RAN, SP or PDP. The second part represents the choice for de-
riving server activation thresholds: CP, CA or AA. In the third
portion of the name, OP, RAN, CA or OOS denotes the work-
load distribution strategy. However, not all combinations are
feasible. For instance, CP can only be combined with OP and
AA is combined with AA.
6 Performance Evaluation
In previoussection, we proposedvariousthreshold-basedstrate-
gies for the power management of heterogeneous soft real-time
clusters. In this section, we experimentally compare their per-
formancerelativeto eachotherandto the optimalsolutionof the
power management problem (Equations (8) and (9)).
Cluster Conﬁguration. We use a discrete simulator to sim-
ulate heterogeneous clusters that are compliant to the system
model presented in Section 3:
• First, we simulate a small cluster that consists of 4 back-
end servers. They are all single processor machines:
server 1 has an AMD Athlon 64 3000+ 1.8GHz CPU;
server 2 has an AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+ 2.4GHz CPU;
server 3 has an Intel Pentium 4 630 3.0GHz CPU and
server 4 has an Intel Pentium D 950 3.4GHz CPU. To de-
rive server parameters, experimental data from [16, 6, 9]
are referred. Table 1 lists the estimated parameters.
We simulate two cases: a) a server’s frequency can
be continuously adjusted in the (0,f i max] range; b) a
server’s frequency can only be set to discrete values in the
[fi min,f i max] range.
• Second, we simulate a large cluster that has 128 back-end
servers of 8 different types.
Due to space limitation, this paper only reports the small clus-
ter case a) simulation results. Please refer to [19] for similar
simulation results that have been obtained for the other cases.
Workload Generation. A request is speciﬁed by a tuple
(Ai,E i), where Ai is its arrival time and Ei is its execution
time on a default server when it is operating at its maximumfre-
quency. To generate requests, we assume that the inter-arrival
time follows a series of exponential distributions with a time-
varied mean of 1
λcluster(t). As shown in Figure 2, we simulate
a workload λcluster(t) that gradually increases from requiring
20% to 90% of the cluster capacity. Request execution time
Ei is assumed to follow a gamma distribution with a speciﬁed
mean of 1
μ,w h e r eμ  is the default server’s maximum process-
ing rate. The request execution time varies on different servers
and is assumed to be reciprocally proportional to a server’s ca-
pacity. Assuming small requests, their desired average response
time ˆ R is set at 1 second.
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Figure 2. Average Request Rate
By ofﬂine analysis, a threshold-based algorithm derives the
ordered server list, server activation thresholds and workload
distribution formulas for a cluster based on the server parame-
ters. Once these three modules are deployed on the head node,
the cluster is able to handle different levels of workload. To
evaluate an algorithm’s performance, we use two metrics: the
average response time and the consumed power. For all ﬁgures
in this paper, we demonstrate the algorithm’s performance with
the time-variedworkloadλcluster(t) as shown in Figure 2. Each
simulation lasts 3000 seconds. Periodically, i.e., every 30 sec-
onds, the system measuresthe currentworkloadand predictsthe
average request rate λcluster(t) for the next period. We adopt a
method proposed in [10] for the workload prediction. Based on
the range the predicted λcluster(t) falls into, the corresponding
power management decisions on server on/off (xi)a n dw o r k -
load distribution (λi) are followed. According to λi, the back-
end server DVS mechanism decides the server’s frequency set-
ting fi. In this paper, we use curves to show the average re-
sponse time, while for clarity, bar ﬁgures are used to illustrate
the power consumption. Interested readers could refer to [19]
for the power consumption curves.
We evaluate the effects of major design choices and com-
pare the proposed algorithms in Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Sec-
tion 6.3 compares the threshold-based algorithms with the op-
timal power management solution. In Section 6.4, we experi-
mentally evaluate the feedback control mechanism’s impact on
the back-end server DVS.
6.1 Effects of Ordered Server List
We ﬁrst evaluate an algorithm’sperformancewith respect to dif-
ferent policies in deciding the ordered server list. Our heuris-
tic: Typical Power based policy (TP) and baseline strategies:
Activate All policy (AA), RANdom policy (RAN), Static Power
based policy (SP) and Pseudo Dynamic Power based policy
(PDP) are compared. We evaluate the following algorithms:
TP-CA-CA, AA-AA-CA, RAN-CA-CA, SP-CA-CA and PDP-
CA-CA. Except for AA-AA-CA, which activates all servers, the
other algorithms only differ in the ordered server list but have
the same capacity based (CA) strategies for deciding server ac-
tivation thresholds and workload distribution. Figures 3 and 4
show the simulation results.
Since algorithmsadoptcapacitybased (CA) strategiesforde-
ciding server activation thresholds and workload distribution,0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
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Figure 3. Effects of Ordered Server List: Time
we can see from Figure 3 they all achieve the response time goal
and keep the average response time around 1 second. One inter-
esting observation is that the Activate All policy (AA) does not
decrease the response time. The reason is on a back-end server,
the local DVS mechanism always sets the CPU frequency at the
minimum level that satisﬁes the time requirement. Therefore,
even though AA policy turns on all back-end servers, it does not
lead to reduced response times.
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Figure 4. Effects of Ordered Server List: Power
Figure 4 shows the power consumption with the increasing
cluster workload. Algorithm TP-CA-CA, built on our Typical
Power based policy (TP), always consumes the least power. It
performs especially well at a low/medium cluster request rate
whenagoodpowermanagementmechanismisneededthemost.
As workload increases, all back-endservers have to be activated
and the algorithmsbeginto havesimilar performance. Fromthis
experiment, we demonstrate that the server activation order has
a big impact on the power efﬁciency. When adopting a bad or-
der, such as that by RANdom policy (RAN) or Pseudo Dynamic
Power based policy (PDP), a high level of power is consumed.
Occasionally, the Pseudo Dynamic Power based policy (PDP-
CA-CA) performs even worse than the Activate All policy (AA-
AA-CA). It shows under such scenarios activating more servers
consumes less power.
6.2 Effects of Activation Thresholds and Workload
Distribution
In this subsection, to evaluate polices that decide server activa-
tion thresholds and workload distribution we simulate the fol-
lowing algorithms: RAN-CP-OP that is based on our heuristic
and RAN-CA-OOS, RAN-CA-CA andRAN-CA-RAN baseline
algorithms. For RAN-CP-OP, the last two modules are com-
bined together since optimal-power thresholds depend on the
optimal workload distribution. Therefore we evaluate the two
polices together. For these algorithms, a common RANdomly
generated ordered server list is used.
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Figure 5. Effects of Activation Thresholds and
Workload Distribution: Time
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Figure 6. Effects of Activation Thresholds and
Workload Distribution: Power
Figures 5 and 6 show the simulation results. From Figure 5,
we can see that algorithm RAN-CA-RAN fails to provide re-
sponse time guarantee: under several workload conditions, the
average response time signiﬁcantly exceeds the 1 second target.
The reason is for a heterogeneous cluster, this RANdom (uni-
form)workloaddistributiondoesnotpreventaserverfrombeing
overloaded. Even though the CApacity-based server activation
policyhas ensuredthatthe cluster capacity is adequateto handle
the workload, the bad workload distribution still causes the QoS
violation. Since all other algorithmsconsider a server’scapacity
for workload distribution, they meet the time requirement.
Figure 6 illustrates the power consumption results. Under all
scenarios, the algorithm based on our heuristic, RAN-CP-OP,
always consumesthe least power. In addition, unlike other three
algorithms,RAN-CP-OP’s powerconsumptionincreasesmono-
tonically and smoothly with the workload. The main reasons
behind these results are as follows.
More Servers but Less Power. As discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3, more servers do not always consume more power. Our
Capacity-Power-based strategy (CP) takes this factor into ac-
count. For example, while λcluster(t) = 929 req/sec, the base-line CApacity-only based algorithms activate one server and
when λcluster(t) = 2747 req/sec, they activate three servers.
In contrast, our algorithm RAN-CP-OP turns on two and four
servers respectively under these two scenarios. It leads to much
less power consumptions. When λcluster(t) increases to 2800
req/sec, RAN-CA-CA algorithm turns on the forth server. The
resultis that,withfourserversits powerconsumptionforaheav-
ier workload (say 3029 req/sec) is less than that of three servers
for a lighter workload (say 2747 req/sec).
Optimal Workload Distribution. Our heuristic forms and
solves the workload distribution as an optimization problem.
The simulation results demonstrate that the resultant distribu-
tion is indeed optimal. In Figure 6, When λcluster(t) is greater
than 2800 req/sec, four algorithms all activate the same number
of servers. But our algorithm RAN-CP-OP still consumes the
least power due to its optimal distribution of the workload. Un-
like RAN-CP-OP, algorithm RAN-CA-OOS experiences a sud-
den change of the consumed power whenever a new server is
activated. For this One-by-One Saturation strategy (OOS) on
workload distribution, after adding an active server, its static
power consumption increases but its dynamic power consump-
tion does not decrease because it does not reduce the workload
distributed to the other servers. Thus, their dynamic power con-
sumption does not decrease. As we observe, this strategy leads
to the highest power consumptions.
6.3 Evaluation of Integrated Algorithms
This subsection evaluates the following integrated algorithms:
our heuristic TP-CP-OP and AA-AA-CA, SP-CA-CA and PDP-
CA-CA baseline algorithms. When choosing baseline algo-
rithms for comparison, we exclude the “deﬁcient” algorithms,
i.e., those based on RAN and OOS workload distribution poli-
cies. In addition, we compare these algorithms with the optimal
powermanagementsolution: OPT-SOLN. To obtainthe optimal
solution, we solve the power management problem, i.e., Equa-
tions(8)and(9), forallintegerpointsλcluster inthe(0, ˆ λcluster]
range. The optimal server on/off (xi) and workload distribution
(λi) is recorded for every λcluster. Dynamically, based on the
predicted λcluster(t), the corresponding optimal conﬁguration
is followed.
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Figure 8. Integrated Algorithms: Power
Figures 7 and 8 respectively show the average response time
and the power consumption. As expected, our algorithm TP-
CP-OP performs better or as good as the baseline algorithms
under all scenarios. Compared to the results of OPT-SOLN,
our heuristic TP-CP-OP leads to only a negligible, 0.09%,m o r e
power consumption. In addition, for the simulated workload,
the OPT-SOLN algorithm switches on/off back-end servers for
a total of 12 times, while our algorithm TP-CP-OP only turns
on the 4 servers at their individual appropriate moments follow-
ing ordered server list. Although our current simulator does not
simulate the server on/off overhead,in real clusters it could take
several minutes and consumes some extra power to turn on/off
a machine. Following the threshold-based approach, our algo-
rithm minimizes the server on/off overhead, which will lead to
betterQoSperformanceandsmallerpowerconsumptions. Asan
interesting future work, we plan to compare our algorithm TP-
CP-OP with the “optimal” algorithm OPT-SOLN to see which
algorithm will perform better in real cluster environments.
6.4 Effects of Feedback Control
As described in Section 4, to overcome the inaccuracy of
M/M/1 queuing model, we apply a combined feedback con-
trol with queuing-theoretic prediction mechanism for back-end
server DVS. This section evaluates the feedback control mecha-
nism’simpact. We comparethecombinedDVSmechanismwith
a queuing prediction only DVS mechanism where no feedback
control is applied.
Figure 9 shows the average response time when the feedback
control is not applied. As we can see, due to the modeling inac-
curacy, the resultant response time is not close to the 1 second
target. In contrast, when the feedback control is combined with
the queuing-theoretic prediction, the average response time, as
shown in Figure 7, is kept around the target. These results
demonstrate that the feedback control mechanism is effective in
regulating the response time.
On the other hand, when comparing the power consumption
of DVS mechanisms with and without feedback control, the dif-
ferences are negligible. For illustration, Figure 10 presents the
power consumption curves of TP-CP-OP algorithm with and
without feedback DVS control. On average, the feedback con-
trol mechanism only reduces the frequency by 0.000925GHz
and the power by 0.66Watts.
The aforementioned results show that the average responsetime is sensitive to the operating frequency changes. A small
frequencychangecan leadto a largedifferencein responsetime.
As a result, although the feedback control mechanism is effec-
tive in regulating the response time, it only slightly modiﬁes the
queuing estimated frequency fi and leads to a little bit better
power consumptions.
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7C o n c l u s i o n
Thispaperpresentsathreshold-basedmethodforefﬁcientpower
managementofheterogeneoussoftreal-timeclusters. Following
this approach, a power management algorithm makes three im-
portantdesign decisionson ordered server list, server activation
thresholds and workload distribution. We systematically study
this approach and the impact of these design decisions. A new
algorithm denoted as TP-CP-OP is proposed. When deciding
the server activation order, the algorithm considers both static
and dynamic power efﬁciencies. Its server activation thresh-
oldsandworkloaddistribution areexplicitlydesignedtoachieve
optimal power consumption. By simulation, we demonstrate
the algorithm’s advantages in power consumption: it incurs low
overhead and leads to near-optimal power consumption.
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